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I have been a professional book editor for
years and specialize in fantasy, romance,
mystery, and young adult novels. I have worked
with a NY Times and USA Today bestselling
author and dozens of self-published authors.

If you decide to hire me, you will get
exceptional results. I have built a following
through my Upwork profile, where clients have
left me several 5-star reviews. I also have
several positive reviews on my Facebook page.

I offer proofreading, copy/line editing, and
developmental editing services. Please read on
to learn more about my services and pricing. I
hope to hear from you soon!

Sierra Campbell
Founder, Editing by Sierra

Hello
there!
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My Editor
Journey

My editing journey started while I was
attending the University of Kentucky. Studying
journalism made me love writing, but I always
felt like editing was what I was passionate
about.

After graduating, I worked at various local TV
stations across the country as a digital content
producer. Soon, though, I knew that wasn't
where I wanted to be. It never brought me as
much joy as editing did. So, I started freelance
editing on the side. That ended up being the
best decision I would ever make.

It was hard to find clients who would trust
someone with almost no editing experience,
but I kept going, hoping to find clients that
would give me a chance. Since then, I have
found that my passion is helping writers bring
their novels to life, making them as perfect as
they can possibly be.  
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-  MARGARET
ATWOOD

"In the end,
we'll all become

stories."



Why Work With Me
I always make my clients happy and am extremely passionate about the work I
do. I help authors take their novels to new heights without ever changing their
voice or a story's purpose. I pride myself on keeping your vision in mind and
never changing anything that alters your story. 

Once your novel leaves my hands, it will be ready for the next step in your
publishing journey. I also always keep in constant communication with you
throughout the length of the contract. Once the contract is complete, I will be
honest about how I feel your story will do once it is published. 

I will also reach out to you even after we are done working together to get an
update on your journey! My main goal is to help you publish the novel of your
dreams!
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COMMUNICATION

OFFICE HOURS

M - F: 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST
Weekends: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. EST

SOCIAL MEDIA

WEBSITE
www.editingbysierra.com

FB: @EditingbySierra
Instagram: @editingbysierra 
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If you want to hire me as your editor,
contact me through my website, email,
social media, or phone number. This is
how you can receive a quote and a
free sample edit.

CONTACT ME

Once we have talked about pricing
and deadlines, I will draw up a
contract for both of us to sign. This will
be done through HoneyBook.

SIGN THE CONTRACT

All projects will require a 25% deposit
before the work can begin. Once that
deposit is made, I will start editing! This
can be paid through PayPal or
HoneyBook.

PAY YOUR DEPOSIT

Once I have completed my editing, I
will request the rest of the payment
that is due. Once that is paid, I will
send over two copies of the novel. One
copy will show all changes and the
other will be the "clean" edited version.

RECEIVE COMPLETED WORK

How
It Works

CONTACT DETAILS

+1 (813) 540-6183
sierramclean@editingbysierra.com
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Proofreading
Package

An edited version of your novel with track
changes and comments shown

A “clean,” edited version of your novel
without showing changes and comments

Feedback on your writing and on the flow of
the story

WHAT YOU'LL GET:

STARTING AT $0.017 PER
WORD

YOUR INVESTMENT

Is your novel in its final stage, only needing one
more set of eyes? That is where my proofreading
package comes in!

With this package, I will make sure there are no
glaring mistakes in your novel. I will also give you
feedback on the overall story.
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Copy/Line Editing
Package

WHAT YOU'LL GET:

STARTING AT $0.023
PER WORD

YOUR INVESTMENT
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With my copy/line editing
package, I will check for
repetitive sentences, incorrect
tenses, awkward dialogue,
and more.

I will go line by line through
your novel, making sure that it
all makes sense and is well-
written. I will also check for
any glaring grammar and
spelling mistakes.

An edited version of your
novel with track changes and
comments

A “clean,” edited version of
your novel without showing
changes and comments

Overall feedback of your
characters, plot, and
storytelling abilities



Developmental Editing
Package

Is this the first time your novel
is being edited? Or do you
need someone to look at the
story's plot and characters? 

With my developmental
editing package, I will point
out plot holes, pacing
concerns, character issues,
and more. I will then provide
detailed feedback that will
help take your novel to the
next level!

WHAT YOU'LL GET:

STARTING AT $0.027
PER WORD

YOUR INVESTMENT

An edited version of your
novel with track changes and
comments

A “clean,” edited version of
your novel without showing
changes and comments

Complete critique of your
characters, plot, and overall
storytelling abilities
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What
You'll Get

1
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Free Quote
All clients who reach out will receive
a free quote. For this, I will have to
know what services you need and
how many words your novel is. It
would also help to see part of your
novel.  

Free Editing Sample
I offer all clients a free editing
sample of 2,000 words or less. This
will be a sample edit of your novel. I
can sign an NDA for this if necessary.

Contract
When you're working with me, I want
both of us to feel safe! I always draw
up a contract for every client. The
client and I will then sign it, ensuring
that all work will be completed and
paid for.
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Deliverables
Once I am finished editing your novel,
I will send back two copies. One copy
will show all the changes and
comments I made. The other copy will
be a “clean,” fully-edited version that
won’t show the changes or comments. 

Feedback for Proofreading &
Copy/Line Editing
Even if you only need one of my first
two packages, I will give you
feedback on the story. This includes
pointing out if the story doesn't flow
correctly and if reworking is
necessary.

Complete Critique for
Developmental Editing
If you decide that you need
developmental editing, then I will
give you a fully-detailed critique. This
will include information on tone, story
flow, organization, and more.
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Testimonials
Dennis Anau
"I have a wonderful experience working
with Sierra. Follows instruction very well
and even takes initiative to add input or
clarify things. I am still currently working
with Sierra, and will continue to do so on
many more projects."
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Bill Prickett
"I would definitely recommend her to
anyone who needs a sharp, proficient
editor and proofreader. I am thrilled
with the results!"

"Sierra is friendly and very
communicative. She has a solid
contract for those unsure about using
an editor, and she got the work done
by the deadline that she set."

"I would absolutely recommend Sierra's
services. She was extremely quick to
respond to my inquiry and she took on my
essay right away. She had it back to me
ahead of schedule and her edits and
recommendations were invaluable."

"Sierra always responded promptly to
messages and her turnaround time on
the contracted work was quick. She
was communicative and friendly. In
addition, her editing was spot on."

"Sierra is a high-level professional editor.
She is a pleasure to work with and I
recommend her highly for those looking
for a sharp set of English eyes."

Kit Barrie Keeley Michael

Kishion AcostaLiz Faraim



FAQ's
Are your prices negotiable?

How can I hire you?

How often will I hear from you during the project?

How will I pay for your services?

What if my project isn't completed?

Yes! Please contact me if you think I would be the perfect editor for your
project. Extended payment plans are also available.

Please contact me! If you decide to go with me as your editor, I have a
contract that we will both sign to protect both parties.

No matter how long the project is, I always strive to reach out every few
days to keep you updated on my progress.

I require a 25% deposit to be paid through PayPal or HoneyBook. The rest
will be due when I am finished. Payment plans are also available.

The contract we both sign protects you if I can't finish the work due to
unforeseen circumstances. 
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Sierra Campbell

Editing by Sierra was created by Sierra
Campbell, a full-time editor. Sierra

specializes in fantasy, romance, mystery,
and young adult novels but has a wide

variety of interests. Sierra has worked with
a bestselling author and dozens of self-

published authors.

If you want to choose me as your editor, please contact me. I typically always
have availability, depending on how large your project is! Once the project is
complete, I will continue to stay in touch with you. I always love knowing when
my clients publish their novels!

Even if you don't need an editor now, but will need one down the road, still
contact me! I can book with you now and set up a payment plan if needed.  

Thank you for taking the time to read about my services! I hope to hear from
you soon!  

Let's Get Started!

sierramclean@editingbysierra.com
www.editingbysierra.com
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